
MAIOR CHORDS and, MAIOR SCÁI,ES

7 a t0ilt2 /t /4

The c Major scale is illustrated in two complete octaves. The numbers under each tone indicate theposition of that tone in this scale. Note that beyond the first ocrave, tone #g, the tones have the sameIetter names and the numbers corresponding to ah"r" ,orr", refer to the respective distances from thestarting tone, #1.

The following four chords, Maior Triad, Major sixth chord, Major sevenrh chord and Major Ninthchord' will be for'med by applying a numerical formula to the c Major scale. The correspondingalphabetical symbols will also be indicated.

iÏJÏ*'ing 
tones No. 1-3-5 from the c Maior scale, we arrive at the notes forming the c Major

Symbol: C

Tones No. l-3-5-6 of rhe c Major scale form the c Major sixth chord.2

Symbol: CM6

l^ 6EÊ nme chord which measures five tones from rhe bottom to the top, counting the first tone as No. l.2A four noe chord which measures six tones from the bottom to the top, counring the first rone as No. l.
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Tones #I-3-5-7 form óe C Major Seventh Chord.3

Symbol: CM7

Tones #L4-5-7-9 form the C Major Ninth Chord.a

+
Symbol: CM9

Alternate Symbol: 9
cM7

Alternate Symbol: (9)
cM7

3A four note chord which measures seven rones from the bottom to the top, countiog tlre first tone as No. 1.

aA five note chord which measures nine tones from the bottom to the top, counting the first tooe as No. l.



CHORD
BASED ON MAIOR

CHAn:T
OF CIíORD ROOjrS

TONE
SCÁI,ES

CHORD ROOTS

This chord rone charr organizes the tones of alr Maior scares in the order needed for the construcu(lr

of Major chords. Reading up from the chord rootc (alsoindicatedas tone# 1)'weseethetonst:

GE-G.B-D-F.A, which are all the ,,ot", i,, the C Maior scale. Note that the ninth, eleventh and

óirteenth are also the second, fourth and sixth rones respectivery, as they are the same letter naÍnes'

rn preparation for the forlowing exercises, be able to recite, write and play the folrowing chords

in every key: Maio, iri"ar, rvfujo, Sixth Chords, Major Seventh Chords u"á Mulot Ninth Chords

use the forowing .,rourine form,, r.r-prrvi"g the chords. It does not require any specifrc rhythm'

for óord tones, or temPo'

c$ G$ Dil A*
Bb Eb Ab E B Ffi13th

Same

As 6th
A D G c F

Db cb cb Fb C G D A E B Ff11th
Same

As 4th

r 9th
I su^"
I er z"a

F Bb Eb Ab

E B Ff c$ G$ D$
D G c F Bb Eb Ab Db A

G* Df A$ Ef Bl
G c F Bb Ff Cf

A
7th B E A D

E B Ffi Cil GÍ
Eb Ab Db cb D

5th G c F Bb
Cf Gf, D# A$ E$

F Bb Eb B F$
3rd E A D G C

E B FÍ cf
Eb Ab Db cb Cb G D At.

(Root) c F Bb

This note added to fill out

óe chord. It does not change

&e sound of the chord'

The folrowing patterns begin with Maior Triads. Note the alphabetical symbors and metronoÍne

markings. The vertical lines indicate .í" t,,*ber of beats assigned to that chord'
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MAIOF* SCALE-TONE TRIÁDS

Figure 1 illustrates the tones of the E Maior scale.

Fig. 1

$7e have previously used arabic numbers to indicate-a specific scale tone. In-frgure 2, however, the

roman numerals #". ï;; ;à ,; designate a chord (in this case, triads) that are constructed on

.rr" i"rl".tive scale ion"r indicated by ïtt9 roman numerals. Figure 3 spells out the specific tones

of each triad belonging to the E Maior scale:

Figure 2 illustrates the triads formed on each tone of the E Maior scale' Note that when the first

note of the triad, i, "í-á 
ii"", .rr. remaining notes to' that triad' are also on consecutive lines; when

the first note of the triad, is on a space, the-remaining notes are also on consecutive spaces'

Fíg. 2

Fig. 3

The I chord in the key of E Major contains the notes-E, G'Sharp, B.

The II chord in the key of E Maior contains the notes-F-Sharp, A, c-sharp.

The III chord in the key of E Mafor contains the notes-G-Sharp, B, D-Sharp.

The IV chord in the key of E Major contains the notes-A, C-Sharp, E.

The V chord in the key of E Maior contains the notes-$, D-Sharp, F-Sharp'

The vI chord in the key of E Major contains the notes-c-sharp, t, G-sharp.

The VII chord in the key of E Major contains the notes-D-Sharp, F'Sharp, A'
l

We have shown that it is possible to construct a triad, on each tone of the E Major scale' This same

prirr.ipt" applys foi nif Áajor scutes. The student is advised to write out, in the manner illusffated

in figure 2, the scale-rone tríuds for the remaining eleven maior scales before attempting to deal

with Patterns No. 79 to No. 82.

r
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). Un-ttl

This pattern can be used for C, CM6, CM7 or CM9.

Note: This is an example of the use of alternating ascending and descending forms of the triads inóe previous pattern.

)$b.tt4

Practice Pattern No. 80 in all keys.

)=&-11l 
Note: This pattern uses descending forms of scale tone triads.

Practice Pattern No. 79 in all keys.

This pattern can be used for C, CM6, CM7 or CM9.

This lnttern can be used for C, CM6, CM7 or CM9.

Pnctit= in all keys.
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Note: This is an example of the use of alternating ascending and descending forms of óe

the Previous Pa$ern'

)=(/s-tt0

SEVENTHcHoRDSoNMAI}I-SCALETONES
It is possibre to develop pattern, j:lG*ovisation-by'rrrirrg 

seaentb chords built on each tone oÍ

ï^uio,scare r, i,-i;;;,á".,e ïlï.ï:f.:i:ïï::ï#ïÏ::ÍJiiË*ï:ïrï ,:X;:::nXf#
cbord, to Ínean u ,pi.ifr. type of tto."l* ïltthtfi ï3f',.orrr,ring the nrrt ton" ut ltío' 1) and hav-

chord which "t"u'iiàt 

-t"'"Ë" 
tott"t 

- 
from bottom to top

ine the same rinei;o tin, or space r"ïp"rï-rài".i""rtii Ëffi;tï;ii"i"J-'ioi ttol'" tone ,id,

Figure 4 illustrate:;;;;;;"í;'r'" to"!' of the E Maior scale'

{:

Fig.

(Columbia CS 9428)' Miles Davis Sextet'

38

This pattern can be used for C' CM6' CM7 or CJvtg'

Practice in all keYs'

l4Joho Coltrane, "Milestones"' on Milesfunes
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Figure 5 illus6ates the seaentlt chotds formed on each tone of the E Major scale. Note that when
16á first note of t11e seaenth chord is on a line, the remaining notes are on consecutive lines; when
the first note of the seuenrb chord is on a space, the remaining notes are on consecutive spaces.

Note that the roman numerals are followed by the arabic number 7 which is only used to differ-
entiate between the scale tone triad,s previously discussed and the scale tone seaentbs presently being
covered. (At a later point in the boók we wiil be using a modified version of this roman numeral

system to translate mbre completely chord types in any key. )

Figure 6 spells out rhe specific tones of each seaentb cltord, belonging to the E maior scale:

Fig. 6

The 17 chord in the key of E major contains the notes-E, G-Sharp, B, D-Sharp.
The II7 chord in the key of E major contains the notes-F-Sharp, A, C-Sharp, E.

The IIIT chord in the kày of E major contains the notes-G-Sharp, B, D-Sharp, F-Sharp.

The IV7 chord in the key of E major contains the notes-A, C-Sharp, E, G-Sharp.
The V7 chord in the key-of E major contains the notes-B, D-Sharp, F-Sharp, A.
The VI7 chord in the key of E major contains the notes-C-Sharp, E, G-Sharp, B._ 

_-
The VIIT chord in the key of E maior contains the notes-D-Sharp' F-Sharp, A, C-Sharp.

rn::

Ve have shown óat it is possible ro construct a seuentb chord on each tone of the E maior scale.

This same principle applys^ to ALL major scales. The student is advised to write out the scale tone

seventh chórds, in thË ^-áttr"t ittustraied in figure 5, Íor the remaining eleven maior scales before

attempting to deal with Paaerns No. 83 to No. 86.
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ThispatterncaÍrbeusedforC'CM6'CtvÍ7orCÀ'Í9'

)=4A'PL

Wl
Practice in all keYs'

)''a4- t0b

This pattern can be used for C" CM6' CM7 or CÀ'Í9'

Practice in all keYs'

l5JohnColtrane,..StraightNoChaser,,,onMilestones(Columbiu659428),MilesDavisSextet.

lrJohnColtrane,"fi"'-"\(/as"'onFirstTranett*ïf"7609)'JohnColtraneGroup'
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MODES
4-ryo4" ? tbe cornplete circulation of a (maior) scale begun and, completed, on any one of irs tones,rT
This definition implies the fact that a mod'e is a scale which has a specific relátionship to a key,
There are seven such modes used in improvisation: Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, ïvÍixolydiaá,
Aeolian and Locrian. The term Ionian mode and major scale are ,y.roó-o.rr. For-"*u-pi"r to
play an Ionian mode on the note E-Flat means the same as playing the E-Flat major scal^e (See
figure 7).

Fig. 7 r'

This pattern can be used for C, CM6, CM7 or CM9.

I

I ^ U
lr t^ ta, Yu^ ct t '^a)v

E-Flat Ionian Mode E-Flat Major Scale

vÊoq\ 15
uGeorge Russell, Tbe Lyd.ian Cbromatic Concept (New York: Concept Publishing Company, 1959). p. iv.

I
I
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TheDorianmod,eisascalewhichstaftsonthesecondtoneofANYMAJoRscAlJandcmting
in successive tones to the octave, uppffr,'"g'tn" ft"y tigr'1t.,'" of its pa'tent scal'er8' fe1 sxamPle:

A Dorian mode miËon irre note-r ,,i"1 tii" r"y ,igrrát"'oi n-iru, o,ujot, because the note F is óÊ

;""d;; of the-i-rlat maior scale (See frgure 8)'

Fig. 8

"F" Dorian Mode

/
"G" Phrygian 1.;de

Fig. 10

Dorian Mode in "KeY" of E-Flat
which starts on F'

Thepbrygianmod'eisascalewhichstaftsonthethirdtoneofANYMAJORscALEandcontinues
in successive tones to the octave, "ppl;i;; 

A"- g"1.tig"utore of its parent scale' For examPle: A

ohrveian mode on G uses the key ,igri".ír" of r-'flat-muJá, b".uor.lh. note G is the third tone of

ïn"'Ë'-rU, major scale (See figure 9)'

Phrygian Mode in the "Key" of E-Flat

which starts on G'

The lyd.ian modeis a scale which starts on the fourth tone of AI\IY MAJOR SCALE and continues

in successive rones to the octave, tpPl;;; * O:t signature of its pu'é"t scale' For example: A

lvdian mode on A-Flat uses the key signàture of E-Frat *u;ár l..uuie the note A-Flat is the fourtb

á;;1" the E-Flat maiot scale (See figure 10)'

"A-Flat" LYdian Mode Lydian Mode in
which starts

"K.y" of E-Flat
on A-Flat.

lepusssl[, p. 2.
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Tlrc mixolyd'ian mod,e is a scale which starts on the fifth rone of ANY MAJOR SCALE and conrinues
in successive toneS to the octave, applying the key signature of its parent scale. For example: A
mixolydian mode on B-Flat uses the key signature of E-Flat major because the note B-Flat is the
fiffi tone in the E-Flat major scale (See figure 11).

"B-Flat" Mixolydian Mode
Mixolydian Mode in "Key" of E-Flat

which starrs on B-Flat.

The aeolian mod'e is a scale which starts on the sixth tone of ANY MAJOR SCATE and continues in
successive tones to the octave, applying the key signature of its parent siale. For example: An aeolian
mode on C uses the key signature of E-Flat majoibecause the Àote C is the sixth tont in the E-Flat
major scale (See figure 12).

"C" Aeolian Mode Aeolian Mode in "Key" of E-Flat
which srarrs on C.

The locrian mod.e is a scale which starts on the seventh tone of ANY MAJOR SCALE and continues
in successive tones to the-octave, applying tlte key signature of its pareit scale. For example: A
locrian mode on D uses the key signature of E-Flat major because thè note D is the sevenrh ione in
the E-Flat major scale (See figure 13).

"D" Locrian Mode Locrian Mode
which

in "Key" of E-Flar
stafts on D.
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It is impoftant fof the student to understand that the rcÍm paren,- k"y.has been used for óe pur-

pose of estabtishing;;;;;d*r^ir F"i;Gi;g to the particular mode rólating the mode to a qrecifc

["y ,ig"u."r", "rthËrïun 
d"firring the coístr"o.tion of-each modg by.measuring- the distances between

each tone. with .íit- p"t;-l.y"r"tuti"nship, we. establish a famil11 of modes belonging to each

major key. Thus, "u.t'-"jàt k"y contains i Íamily of seven different modes. Figure 14 represents

the'key of E-Flut major, with its related modes'

Fis. L4

IONIAN

RIAN

RYGIAN

YDIAN

MIXOLYDIAN

AEOLIAN

TOCRIAN

At this point it would be extremely advisable for the student to write out the family of modes be-

longing to every ;;j"; tey in the -urrrrer illustrated in figure -14. 
Be sure that you can recite the

""ri" 3r u"y Áta" 
-;í;"g íi.h i,t parent k9r aqd successión of notes, and play on your instrument

Ë"for" procáeding ."v-lí,fr"r. Tháe wiil bá references to modes, in later paggs, to establi'sh the

basic sound of ."r*uirr' ayp"r áf chords, and to be used as supplem eítary material to some "basic"

chord rype scales
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DOMIN AÏ'IT CHORDS ÁND RESPECTIVE ?CSCÁLES''

TheB.Flatmixolydianmodeisillustratedintwooctaves.-Thenumbersundereachtoneindicatedre
position of that,o.r"frr-liir-scale. N..ïïtt"ï ffi"áir'". il;;;;;' tone No' 8' the tones have the

same lener narnes and the numbers .;"tË;;ái;;.n"t"-,á""t refer to the respective distances

from the starting tone, No' 1'

The following two chords, Dominant Sev-e-nth.an$ Dominant Ninth chord' will be formed by 
"p-

olvine a numerical formula to the B-Fi; rnri*otyai"" -i;:ïh;;;;"rp"ndíng arphabetical symbols

iÍ:í1':..*-'ïii::r$; r;3-2:7 from the B-Frat Mixorvdian mode, we arrive at the notes forming the

B-Ftat Dominant Sevenó Chord (;;-to---oiiy tártá the B-'Flat Seventh Chord)'

f

symbol: Bb 7

TonesNo.l.3.5.T.goftheB.FlatMixolydianModeformtheB.FlatDominantNinthChotd(more
.^;;;t ."Ír"a the B'Flat Ninth chord)'

Symbol:

Alternate Symbol:

Alternate Symbol:

sbg
,9

Bb7

sb to)



The snrdent must remember to relate each mixolydian mode to its parent key before attempting to
apply the numerical formulas for the formation of dominant seventh and ninth chords and before
ercmpting to play the "scale" (mixolydian mode) of the two chords just mentioned. Note that the
same scale is used for dominant seventh and dominant ninth chords having the same root. Figure 20
is a óart which shows all dominant seventh chords and respective parent keys.

Fig. 2o

CHORD PARENT KEY SCATE OF CHORD

C7 F Major Mixolydian mode starting on C

F7 n b ualor Mixolydian mode starting on F

sbt n b ualor Mixolydian mode starting on n b

nbt Ab uaiot Mixolydian mode starting on f b

trb t Db ua;or Mixolydian mode starting on A b

ob t)
cI7I"

I cb Major
'o t tfi u"yo,

Mixolydian mode starting on D b

Mixolydian mode starting "n C $

cb tl
F#71" ,ri cb tvraior

B Major

Mixolydian mode starting on G b

Mixolydian mode starting on f f

B7 E Maior Mixolydian mode starting on B

E7 A Major Mixolydian mode starting on E

A7 D Major Mixolydian mode starting on A

D7 G Major Mixolydian mode starting on D

G7 C Major Mixolydian mode starting on G

l9Enharmonic Chords sound, the same, but are spelled differently.
2OEnharmonic Keys sound. the same, b:ut are spelled differently.
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q1

EE cf c# F# BFGDA

Figure 2I is,achord tone chart based on the mixolydian modes of chord roots'

13th

A D cb cb E A D cGEBF1 lth
F B AbE cf Ff B AEcGD9th

Db cb cb F A D FcGAEB7th

B E Ab Db Ff; B DAEFCG
F Bb D# c#)lfG

:
E

F# B
3rd

1

(ROOT)
Bb Eb Ab Db cb B

This chord tone chart organizes the tones of au Mixorydian Modes in the order needed for the con'

struction of Dominant Selenth 
"rrd 

OïJlrrurriNi".ft Cit;;;. ieading.up from the chord root C

(also indicated as tone No. 1.), we r""".Ë.."s: C, E, C,-gif"t' ó' fl't' *hich are all the notes in

the c Mixolydian il;".' N;i" Àu. ,h";j*h;-"t"oárr,rr, l"J*ii"órrtÍ, "," also the second' fourth

and sixth tones respgaively, as they are the same letter names'

In preparation for 
-( 

followin_g p....o"t ue able .o ,".Ë *iite and play the following chords as

thev are extracted frcln every fvfi*ofyàiurr'Mod", po*i"u"i'Sà"t"tn CËords and Dominant Ninth

chords. use the itlustrated routinef;;;-í;;;í;ví"s th;;à;; It does not require anv specifrc

rhythm or tempo.

r(OUTINE FORM

b|,t Bbq

The following patterns begin with Dominant Seventh Chords'

metronome markings.

Note the alPhabetical sYmbols and
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MINOR CÍTORDS ÁND RESPECTIVE ICSCÁLES''

í3 14

The B Dorian Mode is illustrated in two octaves. The numbers under each tone indicate the position

of that ronv-,rratir r.ár".-N"ià that r"y""a1rt" fifst octave' tone No. 8, the tones have the same

letter namq and the numbers .orr"rporiJirrg * these tones iefe, to the respective distances from the

starting torie, No. 1.

Thefollowingfourchords:MinorTriad,Minolsixthchord'MinorseventhchordandMinorNinth
Chord will be formed by applying t-f;;;cal formulu toltt" B Dorian Mode' The corresponding

"fpftÀ"ri."l 
symbols wiit atJo be indicated'

By extracting the tones No. l-3-5 fromthe B Dorian Mode' we arrive at the notes forming the B

Minor Triad.

Symbol: Bm Alternate SYmbol: B'

Tones No. 1'3-5'6 of the B Dorian Mode form the B Minor Sixth Chord.

7
,á 1b43

Symbol: Bm6

62

Alternate SYmbol: 8-6
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Tones No. 1-3-5-7 of the B Dorian Mode form the B Minor Seventh Chord.

Symbol: Bm7 Alternate Symbol: B-7

Tones No. 1-3-5-7-9 of-'re B Dorian Mode form the B Minor Ninth Chord.

T
Symbol: Bm9

9
Alternate Symbol: Bm7

o)
Alternate Symbol: Bm7

Note that all four chords contain the same triad, B, D, F-Sharp; and all four chords use tlre sarne
basic scale, the B Dorian Mode, to establish their sound.

The student must remember to relate each Dorian Mode to its parenr key before attempting to aF
ply the numerical formulas for the formation of the four types of minor chords and before attemptiÀg
to play the scale (dorian mode) of these chords. Figure 22 is a chart which shows all minor seventh
chords and respective parent keys.



Fig.

Fig. 23

i

22

CHORD PARENT KEY SCALE OF CHORD

Cm7 n b uu;ot Dorian Mode starting on C

Fm7 E b vtuiot Dorian Mode starting on F

Bb m7 A b iuulor Dorian Mode starting on n b

Eb m7 o b ualor Dorian Mode starting on E b

Ab m7 6b ualor Dorian Mode starting on A b

fDb m7

Lc t '"2
Ic b uaior
LB Major

[Dorian Mode starting on D D

lDoriun Mode starting on c ii

FfmT E Major Dorian Mode starting on F f

Bm7 A Major Dorian Mode starting on B

Em7 D Major Dotian Mode starting on E

Am7 G Major Dorian Mode starting on A

Dm7 C Major Dorian Mode starting on D

Gm7 F Major Dorian Mode starting on G

Figure 23 is achord tone chart based on the d,orian, modes of chord foots'

13th A D G c F Bb Df Gf cf Ff B E

1 1th F Bb Eb Ab Db cb B E A D G c

9th D G c F Bb Eb G$ cfi F# B E A

7th Bb Eb Ab Db cb cb E A D G c F

5th G c F Bb Eb Ab c# Ff B E A D

3rd Eb Ab Db cb cb Fb A D G c F Bb

1

(ROOT)
c F Bb Eb Ab Db F$ B E A D G
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This óord tone chart organizes the tones of all Dorian Modes in the order needed for the construc-

tion of the four types of lvlirrot Chords. Reading up fr-op the chord root C (also indicated as tone No.

1), we see the ,olèr C, E-Flat, G, B-Flat, D, F, 
-A? *tti.tt arc alL the notes in the C Dorian Mode. Note

tn"t tn" ninth, 
"r""""Á, 

*J ihiit""nth are'also the second, fourth and sixth tones respectively, as

óey are the same letter natnes.

In preparation foíl).subsequenr patterns, be abte to.recite, write and ptay the following chords as

.hË ;;;iu.."a r{À à"".y Doiian Mode: Minor Triads, Minor sixth chords, Minot Seventh

Chords and Minor Ninth Chords. Use the illusffated routine form Íor playing the chord tones. It
does not require any specific rhythm or tempo'

ROUTINE FORNT

E,t^

This note added to fill out the chord.
It does not change the sound of the
chord.



The following patterns begin with Minor Triads. Note the alphabetical symbols and the rnefionome
markings.

e* Ê{^ Abn il*

Bl* Ahn fl* Ê,n

il* t^ g* A* A* b*

bn C* Cbn l[*



HARIuTONTC FUNCTTONS OF MAIOF., DOMTNANT ÁND

MINOR SEVENTH CHORDS

.>_
-/

In order to establish the basi.c functions of Major,'Dominant and Minor Seventh chords we will tefer,
ooce again, to seuentb cbord,s built on tones of a Maior scale. Figure 24 illustrates the sertentb cbords
formed on the tones of the B-Flat Major Scale.

Eig. 24

/^t Aó,dnt Elat

IM7 IImT IIImT IVMT v7 VImT VIJI 7

(half-diminished
seventh)

The seventh chord that is formed on the VIIth scale tone is correctly labeled, although it has not been
discussed at this point.

The detailed analysis of the seventh chords in frgure 24will produce the same results in ANY maior
k"y.

In the key of B-Flat Major, seventh chords formed on tones I and IV are Major Seventh chords. fn
the same key, seventh chords formed on tones II, III and VI are Minor Seventh chords. Seventh chords
formed on tones V and VII are Dominant and Half-Diminished, respectively.

The use of the Roman Numeral system for the naming of chords which are formed in a particulat hel
is not new. The manner in which it is used, however, (in figure 24) is often subject to much contnÍ>
versy by music theorists. The authors feel that the use of the Roman Numeral system as illustrared
in figure 24 will suffice the needs of this book.
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From the analysis of seventh chords in the key of B'flat Maior we can conclude that:

l. Major Seventh Chords may belong ,o i*o possible keys: functioning as IM7 in one key and

IVMT in another.
z. Minor s"o"rin-óïords may belong to tbree possible keys: functioning as IImT in one key,

IIImT in another key, and VImT in anothet'
3. Dominant Seventh óhords may belong to ONE key: functioning.as.the V7'

4. Half-diminiJJ ià""nth chords may-belong ro oNE key: functioning as the vIIo7.

These conclusions will AtsrA-í)be true in ANY maior key.

The following itlustration uses specifrc chord names to reinforce the above conclusions:

B-flat M7 could function as the IM7 in the key of B-flat Major, or as the IVMT in the key of F

Major' ^ ^ r. . .,r r7Í-..7 :- D d^* r.í '
Cm7 could function as IImT in B-flat Major, IIImT in A-fat Major, and VImT in E-flat Maior,

Dm7 could function as II'T in c Majot, ÍII-7 in B-flat Maior, and YI-z in F Major'

n-g", M7 could function as IM7 in E'flat Major, and IVMT in B-flat Major'
F7 functions ONLY as the V7 in B'flat Maior'
Gm7 could function as IImT in F Major,IÍlm7 in 

_E_-flat 
lVÍajo1,_ and VImT in B-flat Major'

À'Ë"ff-Ji;i"À"d 7 functions ONLÍ as the VII Half-diminished 7 in B-flat Major.

'W'e can state in general rerms that, in most instances, the M7 chord is likely to fun-ction as IM7

rather than IVM7. llt; the m7 chord functions more commonly.as a lrmT than as a IIImT or vImT'

The student should note here that the blanketing of the functions of the M7 and the m7 chords is

stated for the ,or" p"rpÁ. áf 
"rt"brishing 

the moít c-on rnon lunctions of these two types of seventh

.nàrar, and not.o '.*.i"a" the possibilitËs of their functioning as previously described.

If we were to examine any piece of sbeet music to a standard or pop tune, it would probabl.y con-

tui' utfnuletical .il;4 rvÁËrr just above the melody. If we checÈ the very last chord, it.will be a

M;t";';li;ra b.rit, on thé same root as indicated by the key signature. shown at the very beginning

of Íhe piece (assuming that the tune we are dealingwithiswritteninamajorkey).Th.us'-thisMT
i*ti.t .orrtd also b" à'ue or M Triad, in which casós the fanction worll-d be the same) is function-

i"J 
"r- " fU7. If we would check the chords p^rior to- this one, we would probably find ( two- or pos-

,-iËty 1oo, beats prior to the M7 ) a Dominant Seventh chord which would be aY7 chord of the same

k"y. iroolly rhère witl be a m7 chord, just_before the Dominant Seventh Drevio 'sly .mentioned,
*Íi.r, will 

-belong 
ro ,rt" same key ur'rh" V7 and IM7 previously mentioned, and it will function

as a IImT in this Ëey. ln this manáer we arrive ataprogression of chords labeled: IImT-V7-IM7.

Figure 25 is an illustration of the last eight measures of a

Major. Note the last four measures.

Bis, 25 ''

trbo I Gm7

standard tune which is in the key of F
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AlÈough there may be exceptions, it is safe to condude thtt most standard o1 1loP will end
with aÍIm7-V7-I\i7 progreision that may be four measures in length (as in Íig.25), or two mea-

sures in length, as in frgure 26.

Eí9. 26

vi"v,,
AbM6 obt
// / /

IImT
Gm7

V7 IM7
c7rFM7 I

/ / lrrrr I

The II6T-V7-IM7 progression is important, therefore, because it establishes a specific Ëe1. Also, the

scales of these three^chórds wilt sharè exactly the same key signature. In fig. 25, the Gm7 uses a

Dorian Mode on the note G (which has the parcnt key of F Major); and the FM6 uses the F Major
scale.2l

It is not always necessary to wait until the end of a tune to frnd a IInT-Y7-IM7 progression. Fre-

quently,,or.r will modulate (change keys) several times before they actually are ended, even

tfuough there is not an actual changè of key signature written for every time it happens. This con'
stant"modulation can be checked by first being able to recognize quickly successions of Minor
Seventh and Dominanr Seventh chords which exist in the relationship of IImT-V7 to each other
(that is, having a m7 followed immediately by a7 chord both with the same faten! k"y-)_._Another
way ro chect sïch modulations would be to recognize immediate successions of m7,7 and M7 chords

thai form the IImT-V7-IM7 progression which we have previously mentioned.

Figure 27 isachartwhich will help the student,recognize the IInT-V7 and IImT-V7-IM7 progres-

siJns as they are used in standard tunes. It is advisable to MEMORIZE the chart.

Eig.27 (chart showing the IIm7, Y7, and IM7 Chord in all Maior keys)

2lAn exhaustive study of the II-V progression appears in David Baker's book_of patterns' Deoeloflng lmpro'
ttiiaioà Facitirthie il-v rràgrátion (LiÈèrtyville, Illinois: National Educaiion Services, 1968).
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In The Kev of: IImT v7 l}Á7
C Maior DrnT G7 C}'{7
F Maior GrnT C7 FM.7

Bb Maior CrnT F7 BbM:T

Eb Maior FrnT Bb7 Ebl0'{T

A b Maior Bb rn7 Eb7 Ab}[T
Db Maior EbnT Ab7 Db}[T
G b Maior fib n7 Db7 GbM.T

B Major Cfrn7 Ffrz BM7
E Major F#rn7 B7 EM7
A Maior Bn7 E7 AM7
D Maior ErnT A7 DM7
G Major ArnT D7 GM7
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The following is a standard chord progression'

haoe been brácketed and their keys indicated
Note that all IImT-V7 and IImT-V7-IM7 occurrences

below them.

A musician who can read accurately in groups of notes, rather than iust a few at a time, will develop

;r;d ;.;ái"! rrubi6 urJ gr"u,ly i-ptoï" sight reading. Jn the same manner' an improviser who can

ifigro..,pr"of .hoi[,t i. ur"'r"laied to eich other, rather than improvising on one chord at a dme,

will also be developf;";J reading habits which consequently allow for more spontaneity in

playing.

Because of the frequent occurrences of the IImT-V7 and IImT-V7'LM7 chord progressions,'the next

series of patterns will deal exclusively with this progression.

The IImT-V7 progression will usually be found in one or two measures:

twwtiwtw,!YYwlIr
Cr-< Fz
íb '''

ryb)'r7,
\1., Ft ??trt rl?;ï,' E/Y ?l+tW? l1

Í-
9otz
(Bbà

ryr7,
I

F7,

W ryt?l;E"vll,Lií

PtTlryryf 
ll

7b/ Vb,ryfffií 
FV 

lo1.7 
F7 ï E'n

I FrnT
kÉít
The sheet music to this particular tune is written in the key- of E-flat Major. However, the illus-

i*t"d chord progression' points out mod,ulations to four other keys, though the sheet music re-

À"i", in the k.y ïig"rtore'of E-flat Maior throughout. .The ability of the ,student to recognizg Pos-

sjble mod.ulations ís dependent upon ih. -utt"ty of the chart shown in figure 27.

?lrybyrl

IInT V7

/ / //

(or) lIImT I ,r7

v///l////

The IImT-V7-IM7 progression will usually be found in two or four measufes

lIImT 
'ii- I IM7 I (or) ! lImT I Y7. .l'lïi ))1t7)rl l////l////l

:

rM7 I IM7
// t / l////

I
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Patterns using IInT-V7 progression (one mea,"ure):

This pattern uses the scale of the m7 chord. in one complere ocrave, in the ascending form-

)=4ó-86
é*t 4, Eh, E/,

(Continue in same manner)

d*, Í#t Enfi A. Eb^t Ab, í[r-*t B,

Ant 9t Ab^z

Practice Pattern No' 123' usitg descending forms of the illusuated scales óroughout.

b,*t E t



IImT-V7 Progression (one measure) :

This pattern is based_ on the mTth scare- Arabic numbers iadicate the succession of tones' from the

m7 scare, Írecessary to comprete thi, putt"r"-*ith remaining IImT-v7 (one measure) progressions in

all keys.

)-- tAo-/óo
/.**z íz

íí*t o' í*t h c^t bt c*t Fz "l'l
í/, El^t ALt

A*'? E" A^t 0'r 0*'h í,n Oh Eh^, Aht il*, íh

24On almost all albums prior to 1960, John Coltrane uses

_f

Ah^'t 0h

f,ra't 6bl n+t? l, An Qt hrrfi Et

embellishments

lowest tones of a Phrase.

chromatic neighbor tones as



IInT-V7 Ptogression (one measure): ;^1

--!

This pattetn is based on the ftagiments L-Z-3-5 of EACH "hord scale.

)=/Zó-/éo
' .4"n-> c*, ílz O.rnz 4,

ó5 L2>5 5 (Continue in same manner)

zloho C,oltrane, "Giant Steps," on Giant Steps (Atlantic 5-1311), John Coltrane Quartet.
.87
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IImT-V7-IM7 Progression (one measure) : 

^
This pattern is based on chord tones of the-lbspective chords shown. Arabic numbers indicate the
succession of tones from each chord, necessary to complete this pattern in all keys.
IlmT -Y7 Progression (one measure) :

)- /44'zoê
F"'l'*t r tsb, fl6 Eh, ÉLtAhrM2lz

C,, rl, fh At Afr Et í^, An A^t h C,r1 & é^t 4, 4^t ín

127

IImT-V7 Progression (one measure) :

This pattern is based on two sets of fragments which are to be extracted from the scales of the illus-
trated cbord;, The Íragment 3-4-5-7 is to be extracted from the scale of tl e minor 7th chord, and
the fragment 3-4-5-I is to be extracted from the scale of the dominant seventh chord. Practice Pat-
tern No. 127 with the cbord's in Patterns No. 123-126.

)--p8-/Aá
bt

"

26See the Thelonius Monk composition "Round Midnight."
sures of the tune.

)*I435I
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This fragment occurs in the third and fifth mea-



AUGMENTEDTHORDS ÁND RESPECTIVE SCÁLES

The C ubole tone scale is illustrated in one octave. The numbers under each tone indicate the po-
sition of that tone in tbis scale, In all scales covered up to this point the distances between tones No.
I and No. 8 were octaves. The student will notice, however, that in the illustrated C uhole tone
scale, the distance between tones No. 1 and No. 7 appears to be a seventh interval. Theoretically
it is an augmented, seventh interval which when spelled enharmonically becomes an octave. In order
u) present the C ubole tone scale in a manner that the student will find less confusing to utilize, we
will change the spelling to the following:

This will be the accepted spelling for the C utbole tone scale and any other scale that will be de-
rived from it.
\\e ubole tone scale has no relationship to key. It is unique because it contains a u,bole step be-
trrreen each note of the scale, and thus it is called a ubole tone scale. In order to produce a whole
me scale from any tone, all that is necessary is to have a whole step between each note until we
bave reached the octave above the starting note (which will actually be tone No. 7 in the whole
me scale).

A whole tone scale built on the note D would look like this:

D E Ff cf A#
r2345

A careful examination of the C whole tone scale will show that the whole tone scale produced on
rhe note D contains the same notes. In the same manner, whole tone scales produced from the start-
ing notes E, F-sharp, G-sharp, A-sharp, will also contain the same tones with the sole exception of
'rre starting tone. Thus the C whole tone scale is used to form frve other utbole tone scales, all having
rhe sarne tones but with different starting pitches.

Nor óat we have established the starting notes and specific tones of six whole tone scales, we can
do óe same for the remaining six scales by starting on the note D-flat. The following example illu-

a:Es the D-flat utbole tone scale

4
101
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The numbers under each tone ir;ticate the position of that tone in this scale (note that tone No. 7

[u, l.à" chunged from a C-sharp -\ a D-fai in order that the student might be able to manipulate

the tones easiei). The D-flat scatà whole tone will also produce five other whole tone scales with the

starting pitches E-flat, F, G, A and B. These whole rone scales will contain the same tones as in the

illustrà-tà D-flat whole tone scale with the excePtion of the starting note.

Figure 28 illustrates the rones of all whole rone scales. This chart will be helpful to the student when

upityirrg the numerical formulas dealing with the formation of the Augmented Triad and the Aug-

mented Seventh Chord.

Fig. 28 (chart containing tones of all whole tone

The use of enharmonic tones is justifiable whenever the student desires. The enharmonic tone does

not change t.he sound. of the torr"'bot rather the spelling, which may allow the student to use the

material-related to ubole tone scales. For refereirce, tÈe enharmonic tones are: C-sharp and-D-flat;
D-sharp and E-flat; E-sharp and F; F'sharp and G-flat; G-sharp and A-flat; A-sharp and B-flat; B-

sharp and C; F-flat and E; C-flat and B.

By extracting the tones No. 1-3-5 from any ultol'e tone^scale, we arrive at the Augmented Triad on

thut purtic.riu, ,oot. Figure 29 ilhasuates the tones of the E AUGMENTED TRIAD'

Fig. 29

Tone No. I No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No- ír No. 7

C D E F G A c
D E F G Afi c D
E F: G: A: c D E

Ff G$ Afi c D E Ff
Gf A$ C D E F# GI

A: c D E F Gi Af
Db Eb F G A B Db

Eb F G A B Db Eb

F G A B Db Eb F

G A B Db Eb F G

A B Db Eb F G A
B Db ED F G A B

Symbol: E*

t02
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Erdier in the book we mentioned that a tri.ad, was a óree note chotd which measured, five tones
Ímm bottom to rop counting the first tone as No. 1.

The previous example, which illustrates the tones of the E Augmented Triad, would seem ro con-
tradict our earlier definition of. a triad,, If the student were to counr the tones in the illustrated Aug-
.'"e.ted Triad, he would be correct in counting Ji.r tones. The reason for this is simple. The tones of
rllof theutbole tone scales shown in figure 28 have been re-arranged to create the least possible
dificrlty for the student when playing these scales on his instrument. Enharmonic spellings weÍe
auomatically included in this chart. Consequently, when applying the given formula for the extrzrc.
tion of Augmented Triads from their respective utbole tone scaLes, we can arrive at a triad whió
actually measures six tones from the bottom to the top note, as in the case of the illustrated example.
The correct spelling for the E Augmented Triad should be E-G-sharp-B-sharp. The B-sharp, how-
erer, was replaced with the enharmonic note C in the E whole tone scale. This is why the illu-
strated E Augmented Triad appears to have sjx tones from the root to the top tone, instead, of fioe.
This will happen several times as the student proceeds to extract other au.gntented. triad.s from their
respective whole tone scales. The student is cautioned not to be misled into thinking the augmented
triad has sLr tones.

In the same manner, we have previously defined a seuentb chord as a four note chord which mea-
$tÍes seaen tones from bottom to top, counting the bottom note as No. 1. When applying the for-
mula for the extraction of Augmented. Seaentb chord tones from their respective rubàle tàne scales,
the student will probably comè up with the notes C-E-G-sharp-A-Sharp, which represent the C Aug-
mented Seventh Chord. If the studenr were ro counr the tonès from b to A-shaip there would É
si:. The comect spelling for this chord is C-E-G-sharp-B-flat. The tone A-sharp iJ used in the scale
tone chart (fig.28) to show that there is a relationship to be observed in otltàr whole tone scales
óat were derived from the C whole tone scale. Once àgain the student is cautioned not to be misled
into.thinking that any given Augmented Seventh choid contains slr tones from bottom to top in-
stead of seaen,

By extracting rones No. l-3-5-6 from a utbole tone scale, we arrive ar rhe Augmented Seventh chord
on that particular root. Figure 30 illustrates the tones of the E Augmented. Seuenth Cbord.:

Fig. 30

Symbol: E*7
Alternate Symbol: E7 qti)
Alternate Symbol: E7 (+5)

Alternate Symbol:

Note that both chords contain the same triad, E-G-sharp-C, and both chords use the ,u-" à* *"
E whole tone scale, to establish their sound

In preparation for the following patterns, be able ro recite, write and play the following óoads
as they are extracted from their respective whole tone scales, Argmented Íriads a11d fi"-gmerad
Seventh Chords. Use the illustrated roatine forrn for playing the chord tones, since it à* m
require any specific rhythm or tempo.
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ROUTINE FORM

)=49-tAO

\-?
gtFÍr



)-/bo-za9

dr, FI+t

Ah+t d+t Fn E+t Fln D+t Qb+t

Note: Each chord lasts for two measures.

)=@-tZo

I rt f
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)=t4t- r44

practice pattern No. 157 using EvERy starting tone on chart in ftg' 28'

DIMINISHED CHORDS ÁND RESPECTIVE SCÁLES

+
IZa4D(3r

The c d,iminisbed,scale is illustrated in one octave' l!e, number under each tone indicates the po-

sition of that tone ín tbis scare. The numbers appear .".i;J;;;^.rru. irt" distance from the starting

tone (c) tothet*t'torr" (c) is ^*r*t;.ï;ir"irïirr""di;;;;;; 
we have learned that this dis-

tance is called an octave. However, d;;;t ;;-interval td','iiil;Á of the diminished scale' there

are nine notes from the starting .orr".rJ ,Ët-'*;iti"" "r *"i 
áe in the next octave higher' The

diminished scare has no specific ,"turioïli-p-;ï; k;;, therefore, we must rely on an interval an-

arvsis for the purpose of 
-establishi-rrg-iil ioc.ersi.r.r"""r^"i-,ttir scale from any starting tone' The

inïerval analysis of the d'iminished,:.;i; i* whole ""p''ïuif 
step' whole step' half step' whole step'

half step, whole step and half step. rrg"'" t1 illustratá, ;;; ï-í;*i"íttt"a icale with the interval

anarysis included b!*""., the tones.-ïo." the use or ,n" J"t uiÁonir spelling for tone N-o'-7' Pre-

viously, tone No. i *t, f*"ied as B ioïoi"-í"'' The "iht'-otic 
speltíng (A) was used tor con-

venience and ease in reading. In_ future referencesÍ"_,";;;;;;t oïtter.-dïminished scales' this con-

venience factor, rather than the theoretically correct interval spelling, will be used'

In order to produce a diminished s:ale fronr any,.olj,.ll that is necessafy' then, is to have alter-

nating intervals "f ;;;i;';;d itry ,l[i .,"'it lh" 'tu"i"g 
át" hut been repeated in the next octave

'hï;;",;;ing rrine tones in all from bottom to toP'
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Tone No. 1 No. 2 No- 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 8 No. 9c D Eb F Gb Ab A B c
Eb F Gb Ab A B c D Eb
Gb Ab A B c D Eb F Gb
A B c D Eb F Gb Ab A
Db Eb E F G A Bb c Db
E F G A Bb C Db Eb E
G A Bb c Db Eb E F# G
Bb C Db Eb E Ffi G A Bb
D E F G Ab Bb B cf D
F G Ab Bb B cfi D E F
Ab Bb B c: D E F G Ab
B cf D E F G Ab Bb B

\

1f, f,niniehed scale on the note D-flat would look like this:

Db Eb

whole half
steP step

Á dirninished scale on

whole
step

Ff G

whole half
step step

cA Bb
half
step

Db

c# D
half
step

whole
step

whole
step

half
step

ED

the note D would look like this:

FcAbBbB
half whole half whole
step step step step

half whole
step srep

A dcer look at the tones of the C diminished scale will show that when using the tones E-fat, G-
llt and A as starting points, the student is actually playing the same rones as he did when rturiirrg
13 9 -The- 

only difference is the starting pitch. Thus the C diminished scale wilt yield three othei
ilirninished scales: the E-flat diminished scale, the G-flat diminished scale and the A diminished
sle.
LiLewise, the D-fat and D diminished scales will also produce three other scales. The D-flat dimi-
nishd scale will yield the E diminished scale, the G diminished scale, and the B-flat diminished
sle. The D diminished scale will yield the F diminished scale, the A-flat diminished scale, and the
B dimil;r6ed scale.

Figure 32 illustrates the tones of all diminished scales. This chart will be helpful to rhe student when
4plying numerical formulas dealing with the formation of the Diminished Triud and Diminished
Seventh Chord.

Eig. 32 (chart showing tones of all diminished scales)

The student is cautioned that when extracting tones belonging to Diminished Triads and Diminished
Seventh Chords from the chart illustrated in figure 3Z,híwíttnot always find adistance of fiae tones
from the bottom to the top in Diminished Triad's. Also, there will not ul*"y, be a distan ce oÍ seoen
tones' from bottom to top' in Diminished Sevenths. The presence of enharmonic spellings accounts
for the seemingly inconsistent definitions of triads and sàenb cbords that were establiihed in the
earlier pages of this book.
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By extracting tones No. 1-3-5 from any diminished scale, we atrive at the Diminished Triad on that

particular root. rigrit"-lJ ifi"ttrates rÉ.-.o""t of the E flat Diminisbed'Tfiad;

Fis. 33
I

Symbol: EP'

By extracting tones No. 1-3-5-7 from any diminished scale' wl qrlve at. the Diminished seventh

clord on that particular root. Figur" l4 itior.rates the ."".r Lr .neE-flat Diminished Seventh chord:

Fis. 34

Symbol: nb'l

Note that both chords contain the same 6iad, E'flat-G'flat-4, and both chords use the 'same scale' the

E4". àáinished scale, to establish their sound'

In preparation for the following patterns, be able to.tecite, wrig and play.the following chords as

they are extfacred f;;;;;.;, ,"ípàoioï^rJ"r"r,biminisheà Triads and biminished Seventh chords.

use the illusÉated routiae form Í.or playing the chord tones, since it does not require any specific

rhythm or temPo.

ROUTINE FORM

Elo Elaz

The following patterns begin with Diminished Triads. Note the alphabetical symbols and metro'

nome markings.
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)=/78-2oá
c0 Do E0

)--rcê-2o6 Note: Three beats per measure.

Obo Co íVo to

%vo $o c0

tt,o fut

qo BVo A0 Abo

eouh

Ao

a

trt
I'I rrf
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êil4 ê't Cn, 0t ín4

173

q 75a s br7

6hnz ar,

$n4 gt àn4

Abut Ah Cnt d, 0bnt

TURNÁROUNDS
Most tunes are divided into sections (i.e., A-A-B-A), each section being-eight measures.in length'

At the end of 
"u.n 

prriur" or-r..tiorr, *" oft"n find tv/o measures of a tonic (I) chord' This phrase'

ending or harmoniJ.uil"." is freqoentiy involved with the first or second ending, or in some cases

a measure or rwo before the repeat ,i-jri. n".uuse there ls so often a tonic chord in the last two

measufes, and because the beginning Jf ,r"* sections (or repeats of previous sections) ofrcn begins

with a tonic chord, a device is needed *t i.h would remove ih" 
"*."tiive 

use of the tonic and at the

same time give the phrase-endings a ,"tt" or direction, namely to relurn gracefully to the beginning

of a repeated sectiori. The devicà i, .uit"d a turnaround or turnbackrc and replaces the last two mea-

sures of motionless tonic. There ur" *árry kinds of rurnarounds, involving àifierent harmonic for-

mulas, although most will begin *i.h;^i";i; .Láia ibot only-ior. about two beats) and will end

with either a v7 chord (dominant) or á nii-ui or flat-IIM7 (dominant substitute.)37 The harmonic

formula fof pattefns No. 174-177 is a very common turnaround in the jazz idiom' appearing in

.orrntl.r, iazz lines and in revised progressions of standard runes'

)= tbo-206

Transpose the above pattern to all twelve keys'

36David Baker, Jazz Improoisation (Chicago: Maher Publications' D-ivision of John Maher Printing Company'

1969). Baker uses the atternate ,.r^ ,oroàZrt'. 
^ëitïplï"ïiïïáïïrt u"àËir devóted to a discussion of turnbacks'

37Coker, another source for turnarounds is appendix C'

3sExamoles of this turnaround can be found in these iazz lines: "Half-Nelson" by Miles Davis, "Ladybird" by

iláJ'óàt""ron and "Israel" by John Carisi'
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176

).lto-296

Transpose the above pattern to all twelve keys'

)=tbl-b6
Ah

Transpose the above paftern to all twelve keys'

):/êo-2og
El A, DI

Transpose the above Pattern to all twelve keys'

So far, the only type of ninth chord discussed has been the one in which the ninth was a major second

above the ocrave, ;";;;t*-;t"À uboo" the root (.i.e., a C7 9). However, when the ninth is

added to the ao-iiurritË".-rtt chord (I-3'5'b l),i'can also be augmented (*9) or minor (flat-9

-sometimes 
referred to as a diminished ninth):

In any case the chord retains its dominant function as long as- t!'e third is. maiol,and^f_]$ .
;il;;, 

""grrat"r, "?ïá-.yp. 
of ninth used. Since the aléred forms of the ninth a-ne osod rt I

f"Ài á" á-. fr.qou".y "t 
,ft" major ninth, the following patterns are included o iroob &

,*d"r11 to the 
"pÉt"i"á." 

and sound of thá diminished uttd aogmented ninó óos& i



POLYCHORDS
Xbltóordsle or. bitonal triadsa0 (altetnate term) exist when two chords are used simultaneously. In
+4 idiomal the second chord, normally a tfiad, is added above the first chord, usually ,n. gio.tt
df5-d.ang nearly always some kind of seventh chord, providing avety colorful 

"ÍÍ..t; 
yei the taa"atdd is óosen so as Írot to_change the function of the 6otto- (given)'chord. The proiei choice of

óÊ aded triad is achieved in one of two ways: either by using both the given chor-d uïd orr" of its
subetitution:; or- by locati_ng.a second chord whose torr", ut. áade ,rp of".rit ths, elevenths, or thir-
peo*s of 

-th9 
given chord plus, perhaps,, a tone or rwo frorn the givàn chord itself. It haÁ akeadyhoens6isd that ninths maybe major, -inot, or augmented when-applied to the do-ittuttt r"o".tttt.

rt is also true rhat the fifth of a dominant sevenrh may be unaltered (ierfect), lowered (diminished),
c raised ( a-ug-megled ) , without changing the chord'i function. The àleven,É ..tr U. p"ri..i * uog-
"-nted, and the thirteenth is usually major, though in rare cases it can be lowered (miior thirteenth".
YS all these possibilities for the dominant sevènth (other types of seventh chords also have some
of óese possibilities., though not as many), it is relatively easyio find tones which could make up a*lxrrate, loreign triad.

To illustrate both methods with a single example, let us suppose that rhe given chord is a C7,which
usually functions as V7 in the key of F. A mere-glimpse intó tne subject of"chord substitution wouldell us that a G-flat7 (flat-rr7 ) is a oery commón substitution for c7 (v7). Now suppose that we
use them simulraneoas.ly ,(say with a C7 on the bottom and the G-fl,at7 ,op"ii-por"d 

"'bào" 
it (their

lnitions in this particular case could' be reversed). The total effect iould'remain a dominant
ooe, since all tones of the G-flat7 could be explained away as being members of a C7 with accept-
able alterations and/or added tones above the ieventh of the chord."The root of the G-flatl tC-nitl
T:tg le thought of as the lowered fifth of the C7 (or as the augmented eleventh, f-sharpy. 1'nethird of the G-flat7 (B-Ílat) is the seventh of the C7, the fifth of tÍe G-flat7 (D-flai) is the^lowerednint!-of the C7, and the seventh of the G-flat (F-flat or E) is the third of the C7. So the total efiectwould be that of a C7 with a flatted ninth and_ an augmented eleventh, a colorful chori, y"i tt 

"ninth and eleventh are really quite common, whether i polychord is useà - ,ro..

Many 9th9r p_ostjbilities for polychords exist for dominant seventh chords as well as other types of
seventh chords.a2 Note that in the above example it was not really necessary to include the seventh
of the G-flat chord and, as stated earlier, the adáed chord is more often a triad than a seventh chord.
Beginning with Pattern No. 180, a large number of polychordat possibitities are investigated as
well as methods for putting polychords together in patierns that wiil permit a non-keybo""á irrrt o-
ment to sound two.chords together by alternation. Parterns No. 180-197 should be tiansposed and
practiced on the other five pairs (G, D-flat; D, A-flat; E-fl,at, A; E, B-flat; F, B)

leCoker, Chapter L0.

4oBaker, Jazz Improoisation,
ntThl 

":" .9{ polychords in traditional music is quite difierent and generally freer, as exemplified in Igor Stra-
vinsky's "Agon" ballet.

a2coker, p. 68. A complete listing of such possibilities can be found here.

(nv0
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)=fu-r4c FI

(ascending)
)= 60-12o rl

Fl

)--oo- tao

Transpose this pattern to all other pairs'

Alro ,atr, on D-flat, D, E-flat' E' and F'



THE LYDIAN AUGMENTED SCALE'
Thile it is true that most of the basic chords can be accomodated by the major scale, modal scales
dcrived from major scales, and minor scales, it is also true that the jazz idiom includes the consistentre of altered chords and chords embellished by various types of ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths.
It has already-become apparent that the diminished scale, the whole-tone scale, and the augmented
sle are needed to accommodate some chords with such alterations and embellishmen-ts. The
LYDIAN AUGMENTED SCALE is an extremely useful scale in this respect. It has two kinds of
epplication to dominant seventh chords, one resulting in the addition-of u'flatted fifth (or aug-
mented eleventh) and the other_application supplying an augmented fifth, a flatted ninth, an aug-
mented ninth, and an augmented eleventh. An explanation of rhe structure of the lydian augmentá
sle follo*'s, as well as its application and a number of patterns to aid the student-in absorÉing the
s,le.t{

LYDIAN AUGMENTED SCALE

str.T.5t

SCHEME: I II
(Same as a major scale with

C lydian augmented scale

\7.T. \r.T. \r.T. s.T." sr.T. s.T.

#v VI VII

Function:
7

<bSl; or dominant 7th raised 5th, raised 9th, lowered

tjThe term_"lydilnaugment-ed scale" as_well as the scale itself owe their invention and application to George
Russell. Russell's book, Tbe Lydian"Cbronratic Concept (New York: Concept publishing^Co-purry, I9j9), is
strongly recommended to the inquisitive student of iaàz improvisation.

ta4dditional patterns.on_the_ lydian augmented scale may be found in David Baker's Deoeloping lmprooisational
Facility (Based. on tbe Lydian Concept) (Libertyville, Illinois: National Education Services, 19it8).'

5t\(/. T. is an abbreviation for a whole tone or whole step. S. T. is an abbreviation for a semitone or half step.

ur frv
a raised 4th and 5th step)

Fits dominant Tth,lowered 5th

eth, augmented ""(jj .)
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In the case of the dominant 7th, flat 5th (b S) , the root of the scale is the seaentb of the chord,,

I

\Jlí

{'.

E'AMPLE, 
0r 0;)

?/q

C lydian augmented scale.

is0n)

In the case of the dominantTth, raised 5th, raised 9th, lowered 9th, and argmented llth, the root
of the scale is t}l.e tbird' of the chord.

!

{
/*

Ah,
Dl

b z +// +5

12 lydian augmented scales.There are

Leatn all twelve scales by playing them over and over throughout the range of your instrument.
Then learn them as you did the major scale (by playing them in thirds, etc.). Be sure to practice
the scales in all twelve keys.

C lydian augmented scale (descending)
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C lydian augmented scale

(ascending)

(descending)

C lydian augmented scale

(ascending)

(descending)

(descending)


